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Supermarket software Supermarket software , software
for large supermarkets, and other types of
supermarkets. Supermarket software, or Grocery
market software, is a software for grocery markets. An
example is the product of the Italian company
Eurosupermarket. It is a piece of software that allows
the users of a supermarket to manage the items of sale,
to log in transactions, and to communicate with the
bank. In this way, data are stored in a relational
database to manage items and stocks. Most of the
supermarket software include features such as:
invoicing Purchase order In such software, the user can
add items to a list, and then can see the prices of the
items in other lists. The software is also able to identify
the best price for the item with a database of
quotations. Once the list of items is complete, the user
can check or change the price of the item and then save
the list. The item can be sold directly in the shop, or it
can be saved for later. The user can also send to the
bank for payments. Category:Software for specific
fields Category:Grocery store software
Category:Software for clothing retailersQ: ORA-06550:
No more data to read from END-OF-FILE I am using
the below code. But it is giving me error ORA-06550:
No more data to read from end of file. This error
occurs only when the Total row data is greater than or
equal to 24. When total data is less than or equal to 23
the query executes fine. FYI: SID is the Primary key.
And RID is the Foreign key SET HEADING OFF;
SELECT SID, RID, [LEVEL-1].[RID],
[LEVEL-1].[CITY] AS CITY,
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[LEVEL-1].[COUNTRY] AS COUNTRY,
[LEVEL-1].[STATE] AS STATE,
[LEVEL-1].[STATE_PROVINCE] AS
STATE_PROVINCE, [LEVEL-1].[UNIT] AS UNIT,
[LEVEL-1].[DIVISION] AS DIVISION,
[LEVEL-1].[DISTRICT] AS DISTRICT,
[LEVEL-1].[COUNTY] AS COUNTY, [LE
4bc0debe42
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